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Billy G r a h a m p l a n s t o
Terzic wins LU crown
address graduates
By MATT SWINEHART

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief

Confirming a decision that has
been anticipated for several years,
LU Chancellor Jerry Falwell
announced Wednesday that the
Rev. Billy Graham will serve as
the 1997 commencement speaker.
"I have for the previous several
years asked Dr. Graham to speak at
our commencement," Falwell said
in an interview on Sunday. "He
wrote me a letter a few days ago
confirming he would come."
Graham's appearance as commencement speaker coincides with
the graduation of his grandson,
William Franklin Graham IV. The
younger Graham said he found out
that his grandfather would be the
speaker when the two spoke during
the crusade in Charlotte, N.C.
"He said he would come when I
graduated," Will Graham said.
"I'm looking forward to it."
The senior religion major said
other students seem excited about
hearing Graham speak for their
graduation ceremony. "A lot of
them have family back home that
were saved through my granddad-

dy's ministry," Will
Graham said. "Most of
them are really excited."
Having the worldrenowned evangelist
and best-selling author
speak at commencement is a high point in
Liberty's
history,
Falwell said.
"Dr. Graham is the
patriarch of the 20th
century church," the
chancellor
said.
"There is no question
that he will be remembered with the likes of
Dwight Moody in the
last century and
Martin Luther in the
Ted Woolford/LiBEKTY CHAMPION
Reformation."
SCHEDULED TO SPEAK — The Rev.
"It would be a
Billy Graham was . announced as
tragedy for him to
leave this life without Liberty's 1997 commencement speaker.
"The 1990 commencement
having spoken at Liberty
speaker was a sitting president
University."
Although Liberty has attracted (George Bush). That was a date in
various well-known speakers in the history of Liberty University.
the past, Falwell said this year's This one will rank with that," he
commencement will be one of the said. "The class of 1997 will never
forget their commencement."
most prestigious.

News Editor

Katarina Terzic was first one of
the more than 300 female students
selected for the Miss Liberty contest. She survived the cutting to 49,
the dicing to 25 and the paring to
just five. •
At halftime during Saturday's
Homecoming football game,
Terzic was crowned as the latest
student to win the title of Miss
Liberty. Fourth runner-up was
Amy Marston, third runner-up
was Stacey Harcum, second runner-up was Deborah Barbe and
first runner-up was Rachel Mills.
Terzic expressed her gratitude to
God after the announcement was
made. "(Being named Miss
Liberty) feels great; I thank God for
all this," said Terzic immediately
after the announcement.
The new representative of
Liberty University said she has
never thought of winning beauty
pageants, being a model, and seeing
her name in lights. "I never
dreamed about being Miss Liberty,"
Terzic said. "When Ifirstcame (to
Liberty) I hardly knew anyone, now
look at what's happened."
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AND THE WINNER IS — Katarina Terzic is crowned Miss
Liberty 1996-97 by Charity Jenkins during Homecoming.
Terzic, who has no set plans for
the future as of yet, said, Tlljustdo
whatever God wants me to."
After graduation Terzic would
like to return to Belgrade,

Yugoslavia, her home town. But, as
she put it, "I'll just wait and see
where the Lord takes me." Terzic
said she'll take things one day at a
time, serving God along the way.

Senate endorses
change machine
By MATT SWINEHART and
BRIAN SHRIVER
After much debate at the Senate
meeting on Thursday, Oct. 24, the
students voted 23-21 that a change
machine should be placed in the
Senior dorms' laundry room.
The need for a change machine in
the laundry room was obvious to
some senators. Seniors doing their
laundry must go to the circle laundry rooms to get change said CoChairman of the Public Relations
Committee Eric Hemati. "It's a hassle for seniors." A change machine
in the senior dorms' laundry room
would resolve that problem.
The students in the legislative
body were almost evenly split on the
issue. Several senators seemed
adamanUy against the installation of
a change machine.
The fact that the students in Senate

Ted Woolford/Llbcrty Champion

HOLD STILL —Melissa, an LU student, applies face paint to Anthony during the Harvest Festival, an outreach of SonLife
Ministries to battered women, held last Saturday in DeMoss Hall. Activities included bobbing for apples and carnival games.

Robertson urges
return to morals
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in ('hid

Christian broadcaster and culture critic Pat
Robertson visited Liberty University for the
first time Wednesday, delivering a message
that ranged from despair to hope and back
again.
In a speech frequently interrupted by
applause, Robertson presented his views on the
"battle for the soul of America" and explained
how Liberty students can get involved. "In
America, 40 years ago we were considered a
Christian country. There never would have
been the necessity to pass the Defense of
Marriage Act."
"We knew what the standards were supposed
to be," Robertson said. "We knew when we
were doing something wrong. There was a
moral consensus."
Now, he said, U.S. Supreme Court rulings
have weakened that consensus, moving the
nation further away from biblical truths.
The greatest problems facing Americatodayare
disillusioiuneut and abandoiunent of morals, he
said. Liberty students have the opportunity to fight
against these problems because of the training they

were willingtoengage in debate concerning the machine was encouraging to some of theose involved in the
student government porcess. "It's
encouraging to see things being
taken more seriously," Hemati said.
"It shows that when more serious
bills come up, they too will be taken
seriously."
One issue of major concern was
the funding for the new change
machine. The solution that was
reached was to make a proposal
to the company that owns the
laundry machines, since a change
machine might boost the company's profits.
If that proposal fails, the
Fundraising Committee will look to
the administration to cover the cost
of the new machine. Accordingtothe
SGA, Liberty President A. Pierre
Guillermin has already given the bill
his stamp of approval.

CRs t o address
election issues
By MATT SWINEHART
New Editor

The College
Republicans
Federation of Virginia held its
state-wide board meeting Sat.,
Oct. 26, in DH 114 to address
receive in their college years.
policies and new issues, and
God has not poured his
encourage students to vote in the
wrath
upon
America,
upcoming election.
Robertson said in an informal
Liberty was chosen as the site for
question-and answer session
this
month's meeting from more
with LU administration memthan
30
Virginia colleges with charbers Wednesday afternoon, is
tered
CR
clubs. According to CR
because the nation has been
Federation
of Virginia Chairman
heavily involved with misTom
Galati,
LU was selected
sionary efforts. "God's not
because
it
is
a
"conservative
stronggoing to destroy America as
Ted Woolfard/ LwiiKrv CUAMTION
hold
that
has
worked
very
hard
with
long as we're doing that," he
HOLD
THAT
APPLAUSE
—
Pat
Robertson
was
welCollege
Republicans
the
last
couple
said. "That's why this school
of months."
comed by thunderous applause in convocation.
is so important.
"We're using this as a last push as
"America can still be in the dumpster, but we removed that hedge."
we're
campaigning for Dole, Kemp
The speaker used President Clinton's veto of the
can be the spark."
and
Landrith,"
Galati said.
Robertson's message focused on how ban on partial birth abortion as an example of how
Virginia
Commonwealth
UniverAmerica's political choices have influenced it Gar downhill the country lias gone. The veto would
sity's
CR
Chairman
Matthew
David
culturally. "The Supreme Court of the United suffice, he said, "if there were no other reason to
emphasized
die
need
for
college
Stales CQmfflUted a constitutional coup d'etat see that man out of the White House."
Robertson, who vied unsuccessfully for the students to vole. "It's their future,"
and seized power they weren't entitled to," he
said. "The Supreme Court said, 'We control GOP presidential nomination in 1988, sajd in he said. "Students need to have a
the Constitution of the United States of an inter view that die 1996 race is characterized concept of how die (voting) process
affects diem. College Republicans
by this lack of attention to morals.
America.'"
"(The candidates) do not understand the helps (students) realize the impor"God put a hedge of protection around this
tance of voting."
great nation. When Supreme Court stuck dieir importance of moral and eUiical issues in this
Liberty's chapter of CR is keepfingers in the eyes of almighty God, he election," he said.

ing students informed about the
presidential candidates through its
issues campaign, which informs
students of where Dole and Clinton
stand on current issues such as abortion, taxes, welfare, education, gun
control and more. It also encourages
students to vote.
"(The issues campaign) has been
very effective," said Liberty
College Republican Chairman
Aaron Mullins. "We've seen some
very positive results from the campaign, including more than 50 registered voters through us alone."
In order to inform Lynchburg of
George Landrith's political platform, CR does a literature drop,
where students go door to door with
information on where Landrith
stands on issues. "Last Saturday we
covered more tiian 15 neighborhoods," Mullins said of CRs most
recent distribution.
Students can show support by
getting out and holding signs of Republican candidates in Saturday's
sign wave. The event, sponsored by
the Lynchburg Republican Party,
will help show support for several
candidates. Interested students
should meet at 3:30 p.m. in front of
DeMoss Hall on Saturday.
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K D P w a l k s for v i c t i m s
By SHAUN CHELGREEN
Champion Reporter

there

Women's Aerobics: David's "Making wise career decisions"
Place is the site for Women's will be held on Nov. 4 from 3:30 to
Aerobics. The aerobics classes are 4:30 p.m. Both workshops are in
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. Monday DH 117.
through Friday. Cost is $1 per
lady per class. Show up ready to Career Day: Career day will be
work put and get fit.
held in the DeMoss Atrium on
Nov. 7 from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Graduate Fellowship: The Pew
Younger Scholars Program is Nature Walks: Blackwater Creek
offering $39,000 in graduate fel- Natural Area Hike takes place on
lowships to students or alumni of Nov. 3. Meet at 1:30 pjn. at the
eligible Christian liberal arts insti- Blackwater Creek entrance to
tutions and seminaries who intend BWCNA for a 4-mile amble from
to pursue a Ph.D. degree in the athletic area to Peninsular St.
humanities, social sciences Van provided for return. There is
and theological disciplines. Medical no cost for this hike.
and professional degrees are not eligible. See your department chair or On Campus: A co-ed volleyball
secretary for an application.
tournament will take place in the
Multi-purpose building Nov. 1
Off-campus drama: "Because and 2.
their Hearts were Pure" — an old
fashioned melodrama put on by the Halloween Party: A Halloween
Little Town Players at the Elks party sponsored by the Liberty
National Home on Nov. 1,2,8 and 9 University Advertising Club will
at 8 p.m. and on Nov. 10 at 2 p.m. be held at the Vault above
For more information contact the Spanky's on Fit, Nov. 1.
Box office at 586-5881
Convocation:
Career Workshops: On Tues. Wed., Oct. 30: Dr. Falwell
Oct 29 a workshop on preparing an Fri., Nov. 1: Dr. Ron Bishop
effective resume will be held in Mon., Nov. 4: Buddy McCord
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. and
Send postings a minimum of two weeks prior to event to Matt Swinehart c/o
Liberty Champion.
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Lunch 11:30 - 2:30 • Dinner at 4:30
Open Sunday ALL DAY
Sunday Buffet $9.95
Daily Specials • Nightly Specials $7.95

RT 460 • 4 miles east of Lynchburg

Extra! Extra!
Subscribe Now! Don't
miss a single issue of
Liberty Champion!
I have enclosed:
• $25 for 2 Semesters
• $15 for 1 Semester
of the Liberty Champion.
(Make checks payable to: The Liberty Champion)

Name:
Address:
City/State/Zip:.
Mail to: Liberty Champion
Liberty University
1971 University Blvd.
Lynchburg, VA 24502

By JULIE COZBY
Copy Manager

Some stood in line for three and a
half hours to see what all the fuss was
about.
Groups
came
from
Pennsylvania, Florida and Western
Tennessee to make the tour. And
many on the all-volunteer staff put in
months of preparation to make this
year's Scaremare a smashing success.
According to project coordinator Troy Temple, the 1996 house
was extremely successful. He
described it as "probably the
smoothest running and best house
we've had in four or five years."
The spectacle was visited by

20,020 people, with 1,477 recording a decision. Last year's totals
were 19,001 and 764 respectively.
Scaremare is an annual fund
raising and ministry event put on
by YouthQuest. Every year, 400 to
500 LU students plan and execute
this fright show to present the reality of death. For three weekends in
October, visitors were ushered
through a dilapidated mansion; as
they went from room to room,
death scenarios were presented,
acted out by a cast of 150.
At the end of the tour, the gospel
was presented and the means of
escaping eternal death explained. The
guests were invited to accept Christ.

Psychology and Counseling Graduate
Degrees From A Christian Perspective
Doctor of Psychology
Our Psy.D. program offers:
• A Christian worldview
in a program of doctoral
study and research. One of
the few Christ-centered Psy.D.
programs in the country.

FOR A GOOD CAUSE — KDP members
march for hurricane disaster relief.
"The walk-a-thon is a good outreach to go out
and help the community; it's a great testimony,"
said Simpson. "Many people have come up to us
asking what is going on and are very impressed
with what is being done."

M.A. in Counseling

Senior biblical studies major Bill
McCreary worked seven of the
nine nights. He said volunteers
sacrifice sleep, studies and health
to work.
What makes the effort worth it?
"Knowing that my efforts help
people see that death is real," he
said. "We're all going to die in
some way. Maybe not as gruesome
as getting your head chopped off,
like in the execution room ... We

SERVICE CENTER

10 Minute Oil Change
Wednesday Student/Faculty Day $4 Off
•
•
•
•
•

UNIVERSITY

1000 Regenl Univereity Drive, Vuginia Beach, VA 234M-9865
World Wide Web: httpllwwwiegmUdu

10%
Off
Pba&Dtaaer Entrees
w/UJStiieflfiD

Venexia

18 p o i n t I n s p e c t i o n
Transmission Service
Tire Rotation
Hand Car Wash
No A p p o i n t m e n t N e c e s s a r y
Hours: M-F 8:00-6:00
Sat 8:00-4:00

Our master's program offers three
tracks, with emphases in:
• Community Counseling
• School Counseling
• Ministry and Human
Services

CLEAN LUBE
SERVICE CENTER
OIL, LUBE, AND FILTER*

1-757-579-4123
, REGENT

try to get the image of death across
very clearly so that people can
wake up and hear what the Lord's
trying to tell them."
Temple responded to skepticism
over the salvation decisions
prompted by the tour. "We work
under the authority of the Holy
Spirit. We give the gospel. The
gospel will not return void,"
Temple said. "We do not practice
arm twisting."

CLEAN LUBE

For detailed information, call:

11
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Scaremare attracts 20,000-plus

Regent University's fully accredited graduate degree programs combine
the latest counseling techniques with a solid biblical foundation.

RESTAURANT
Dinner b y the Lake

993-2475

More than 100 people participated in a hurricane
relief walk-a-thon, held Saturday, Oct. 26 from 7
a.m. to 9 p.m. at the River Ridge Mall. The walk-athon was a service project organized by Liberty's
chapter of Kappa Delta Pi. Virginia Sen. Steve
Newman served as marshal of the walk-a-thon.
"We truly appreciate the cooperation of the mall
and the officials that (allowed us to do this)," said
Barbara Sherman, director of the Bruckner
Learning Center and walk-a-thon coordinator.
Participants walked an average of five miles
each (10 times around the inside of the mall).

Walkers had an average of five sponsers who
pledged $1 per mile each. According to Sherman,
the goal was for each walker to earn $50.
Money earned by the walkers is divided evenly Kappa Delta Pi and the hurricane victims.
Half of the money for the hurricane victims
(one fourth of the overall money) will go to
local victims, while the other will be given to
the families of LU students who have been
effected by the hurricane.
"Many families have very little money to build a
new life and replace everything lost in hurricane
Fran," said Shelah Simpson, an LU graduate and
seminary student who participated in the walk-athon. "Insurance isn't always enough."

$20.95

SCHOOL OF COUNSELING
AND HUMAN SERVICES

fprJjt HL

Vt , Bgg*H ,B '

reg. $25.95

(Up to 5 Quarts)
^ » * T^ * S
"Offer good only with coupon thru 11-15-96
•Coupon not good w/ any other promotion.

Regent Ltuveraty is acaedited by Ihe Ccnunisskr e< Colleges erf Ihe Soudvm
Asscoitkn of Ccflaes jnd Schools to w a d Ihe nusta's md doctt's deoees
Regent Univenity idmits studenfc erf any nee, cdot m l natural or ethnic ongia

8503 T i m b e r l a k e R d . 237-5771

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 1997
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

Requirements
Have an excellent command of the English language
Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30,1997
Be a U.S. Citizen
Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

Restaurant
9010 Timberlake Road

237-9432

Here is an offer no intelligent student could turn
down...
Join Courtside for the school year and receive one
month free. Courtside offers a variety of fitness options
inchiding aerobics, cardiovascular equipment, and both
free weights and nautilus are available for strength
training. Let Courtside's qualified fitness staff set up a
personal exercise program for you, free of charge.
Bring this ad on your first visit to try out the facility.
Hvirry, this offer expires October 21, 1996. Call Courtside
at (804) 237-6341 for further details.

Centra Health
Courtside Athletic Club
1204 Fenwick Drive, Lynchburg VA 24502
804-237-6541

Contact the Embassy of Japan, JET Office
at 2520 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008.
Call (202) 939-6772, (202) 939-6773, or 1-800-INFCWET.

1**
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Government
investigates
college scams
By SARAH POLLAK
Champion Reporter

The Federal Trade Commission
inaugurated an educational campaign, "Project
Scholarship
Scam," on Sept. 5 to alert students
and parents about the wiles of
fraudulent scholarship companies.
Because of the increase in college prices over the past 20 years,
families have a harder time sending their children to college,
according to Lee Andes, assistant
director of LU Financial Aid.
The Pell Grant is an example of
financial aid that has decreased
its benefit over time. Twenty
years ago it was a major source
for financing college, said Andes.
Today it is merely a supplement.
"Now, students are looking in
more areas for scholarship
monies, particularly private
scholarships," Andes said.
There is a need and a demand
for financial aid. However, some
companies take advantage of this
and are now providing scholarship
searches that are not coming
through on their promises.
The FTC has filed charges in
federal district court against five
companies that are alleged to have
engaged in fraudulent or deceptive
scholarship schemes. According
to a press release from the FTC,
the five companies that are currently charged are: CAP, College
Assistance Services,
Student
Assistance Services, Student Aid
Inc. and Higher Education
Scholarship Program. Other programs being sued include national
Health Scholarship Program,
National Scholarship Program,
National Management Scholarship
Program and national Science
program.

These scholarship programs
pose as legitimate companies that
guarantee money for college. The
companies generally sound good,
look good and make claims concerning their success rates; however, the student is billed their
application fee and left without
the promised scholarship. The
FTC believes that the average
scholarship
scam
company
receives 5,000 to 6,000 such
responses from students and parents where the application fee
ranges from $5 to $179.
"It's created a lot of caution and
wariness; students are nervous about
what to apply for. Some are not aware
of (the risk) and they go head long
into the searches and get burned,"
Andes said.
Andes said that he has not personally received any reports of a
student being "scammed"; however, over the past month the LU
financial aid office has had an
increase of inquiries from students and parents concerned
about the search services that
they want to take advantage of.
"The only way that the problem
(of scams) will get better is
through better educated consumers. People should not
assume that they are being protected. They should go out and
do the research themselves,"
said Andes.
Andes urges students to check
out the credibility of the company through the FTC website and
the Better Business Bureau.
Andes suggested that students
who wish to research scholarship
scams can do so at the FTC web
sight at www.ftc.gov. Another
highly recommended web sight
was www.finaid.org.

Students can
avoid "junk"
scholarships

hinking about
classes for next
semester?

Editor in Chief

• Wedding Gowns
• Bridesmaids
• Mother of the Bride
Formal/ Pageant
• Flower Girls
• Invitations

Selection

of Wedding Gowns

®kry COMS 399

1
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ISM.
Tire Rotation
& Balance or $9.90*
Oil Change.Lube & Filter

AVAILABLE
Make
Reservations Early

With Purchase Of a Tune-Up

From:

$18.90*
SAVE $3

8 Cyl. 49.90*
Labor
•Some vans,
pick-ups, transverse
Plus Parts
& hard to tune
I •Change oil
[•Install new disc
lenglnes additional
\ -Replace oil (liter
Jbrake pads only
••Complete engine
^Inspect rotors.
•Lubricate chassis
l-inspeci
rotors.
analysis
( •LUDtlcate cm
•Checking tuel &
R S W & S & M I -Freeveh.de
emissions system l-lnspect master cylln-1 'Free vehicle
•Install spark plugs ider & brake
maintenance
••Inspect lilters, belts l«Test drive vehicle
! & hoses
Inspection
••Semi-metallic pads
i-Check & set timing, addl
I carburetor & speed '•Some torelgn cars,
(•Measure exhaust
{trucks & vans add!
I emissions
M2O00ml.,12month I
• guarantee whichever!
• comes first
^Coupon Exp. 11/19/96

"Coupon Exp. 11/19/96

Dr. Bert Peterson, Optometrist

|

239-6000
with: Irving Edelsberg, O.D.
and Optical World Optometrists
(Next to J.C. Penney in River Ridge Mall)

| $89 for most clear, soft or disposable '
Contact Lenses and Exam
•

Present this coupon at exam

CHI Change

at your

place

I
* Affordable
* Convenient

'V.oTc*»«*

H#ear

^Headquarters

Computer
Service and
support
whenever you
need it!

9.95

U-HAUL

6 Cyl. 39.90*

•

onth Unlimited

LUBE

$44.90*

weeks to go on a vacation to another
continent," Adkins said. "This is an
opportune time to (visit Europe)."
Not only is the tour an opportunity
to sight-see and earn college credit,
but it also presents LU students with
an opportunity to witness to others.
"The tour presents (students) with
several opportunities to be Christian
role models," Adkins said. "I have
received positive comments from
Europeans about the attitude of the
travellers."

|For more details contact us at 3 8 6 - " 3 0 3 6 |

ALL

•From:

Commenting on the tour's value,
Serran said, "If you're interested in
international business, this tour is the
best way to learn about culture."
"There is a growing global economy that is becoming more global over
the decades," said Adkins. "Most students will end up in some sort of
business dealing with Europe."
Liberty students can earn college
credit for a course called BUSI497.
"When students graduate, most of
them won't be able to free up three

645 Oakley Ave. (off Memorial, near Food Lion)

^our

$34.90*

Students can use the procedure to
deal with problems related to:
• the business office
• the post office
• scholarship procedures
• or "any problem students don't feel
confident talking to the deans about."
Foraker said she isn't out to offend
any office. "I want to keep it positive
and constructive," she said. "The
campus has a policy that if you have
a problem with somebody ... they
welcome you to come."
The vice president said she
thought it important that students
utilized the news service, to let the
administration know if problems
actually are serious.
"If (students) are not willing to
document it, they're not willing
to solve the problem," Foraker
said. "If they're not willing to
solve it, they don't really have a
problem."

* Friendly

528-0543

practicum, the

will be staffed by Foraker and various
class officers. The office has been
open since the, beginning of the year;
class officers, elected last week, are
just beginning to work in it.
'David's Place is open during
the day but is too far away for most
students," the vice president said.
The satellite office is open from 11
a.m, to 4 p.m. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday and from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. It
is closed from noon to 1 p.m.
everyday for lunch.
Students who are reporting a
problem willfillout a form and turn
it in to SGA. "It's letting us know so
we can do something about it,"
Foraker said.
Student Government can't do
much about the complaints, the vice
president said; the main response will
be to present the findings to the
administration.

Students earn credit on tour

Bridal & Formal
LARGEST

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

Here is a list from the Federal Trade
The SGA has set up a new tool
Commission of things to watch out
with which students can communifor when considering a scholarship:
1. The scholarslup is guaranteedcate with the administration, to facilor your money back. No one can itate an accountability program in its
guarantee that they'll get you a grant DeMoss satellite office.
"We're trying to document probor scholarship. Get refund policies in
lems to present them (to the
writing — before you pay.
said
Vice
2. You can't get this information administration),"
anywhere else. There are many President for Student Services
Amy Foraker. "Nothing like this
free lists of scholarships. Check
has been done before."
with your school or library before
The Student Government Assocyou decide to pay someone.
3. May I have your credit card iation is setting up the program in an
or bank account number to hold attempt to keep track of problems that
this scholarship? Don't give out students are having, be they personal,
institutional or administrative.
your credit card or bank account
"Dr. Guillermin wants to know
number on the phone without getwhat students are thinking," she said.
ting information in writing first.
4. 77K scholarship will cost "This is a way we can prove it."
The satellite office, located where
some money. Don't pay anyone
the lost-and-found center used to be,
who claims to be "holding" a
scholarship or grant for you. Free
money shouldn't cost a thing.
5."You've been selected by a
national foundation to receive a
scholarship,"ot "You're afinalist" By MATT SWINEHART
News Editor
in a contest you never entered.
Before you send money to apply for
Students have the opportunity to
a scholarship, check it out Make
tour Europe while earning college
sure the program is legitimate.
credit May 7 through 26. The tour
Liberty University Office of
will span six European countries,
Financial Aid now offers stuincluding Britain, France, Austria and
dents a free scholarship search
Germany, and visit more than 12
from a computer database given
cities during a 20-day period.
through a grant from Pepsi Cola
Currently, 68 spots have been
in April.
filled, leaving room for only about 10
The computer and specialized
more travellers. The trip is being
scholarship software was sent
sponsored by the School of Business
through a gantlet of testing
and Government.
before it was open for student
Zabrina Serran, a 1996 business
use this semester.
graduate who went on the tour in
Students who wish to take
1995, said, "It was a great learning
advantage of LU's free search proexperience." "It was one of the most
gram can pick up applications at the exciting and interesting tours I've
financial aid office and return the ever taken."
completed form to Scholarship
"This tour of Europe will introduce
Manager Tom Keys.
students to other cultures and ways of
life that they may not be familiar
-^Sarah K. Pottak with," said tour leader Dr. Robert
Adkins.
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Strings attached: getting
out in April has a price
Dr. Guillermin announced last Wednesday in Convocation that classes next semester
would be increased by five minutes so we could all leave a week early. The student body
reaction was immediate and vocal: cheering and applause rocked the Vines Center.
And why not? Hey, if you're not staving for graduation, you'll get out in April next
semester. Not only that, but the roads should be a mite clearer, too; the school actually began
considering the move to shorten the Spring '97 semester because every school this side of
the Mississippi had decided to get out at the same time.
But there are obviously a few catches and "grey areas" to begin planning around now,
First of all, be aware that other considerations have still resulted in the shortening of
Christmas break Instead of the four and a half week break of last year (December 14 to
January 15), the 1996-7 break will be three and a half weeks (December 17 to January 13.
(Don't be fooled by your old schedule; it's been changed).
Also, be aware that while the 50-minute MWF courses will only be increased by five
minutes, the 75-minute TTh classes will have 10 minutes added to them (so every class will
be 15 minutes longer) and the night classes will be 15 minutes longer. Keep this in mind
when registering for the classes that meet less frequently!
While planning next semester's schedule, be alert for the unusual times classes and activities will be held. While this semester's typical school day ends at 3:10 on MWF and 2:55
on TTh, the spring semester should see classes getting out at least a half-hour later. This
means club and intramural activities will likely be pushed back as well; those who have 3
and 4 pan. meetings or games now might meet at 3:30 and 4:30 or even as late as 4 and 5.
These concerns are still being worked out by the various departments.
Starting summer in April is going to be a novelty. The added time will mean longer summer jobs and a bigger rest time before the next fall semester. However, blindly running fulltilt into the new spring schedule could create enough school-year problems to ruin the benefit of the longer summer in the eyes of everyone. Prepare for some interesting times ahead
as all the kinks get worked out, and keep the problems in perspective as necessary evils.
Those nervous about their ability to sit through an hour-and-a-half Tuesday-Thursday
class should just think of the strain of 8-to-4 days on the poor teachers!

SGA election coup was
inevitable but brazen
Congratulations on the election of your new class officers, everybody. The year ahead
will be interesting as we see whether or not these officers will beany closer to their constituents than those of the last few years.
Wait a minute. Don't you know your officers?
Chances are you don't For the first time in history, the student body didn't get to vote for
their officers.
Actually, the whole election process pretty much changed overnight Only people already
in the SGA could run for the class officer positions, and only the SGA voted on then!
Which leaves us with the rather interesting situation of having class presidents placed over
thousands of students who have absolutely no idea of what they look like, sound like or plan
to do with their classes.
On the surface, this sounds like a rather brazen coup d'etat by the SGA. As a front page
article in last week's Liberty Champion put it, "The change was designed to narrow candidates and voters to those with a genuine interest in student government" hi other words,
unless you're a card-carrying politician, you have no say in our little Liberty Mountaingrown version of a democratic republic.
However, it would be rather difficult for anyone to say that something like this wasn't
bound to happen sooner or later. Voter turnout has been, well, pathetic the last two years.
Many classes didn't even have anybody run for their offices. And what better way to get
presidents and vice-presidents than dole out the positions to the LU versions of career
politicians? Nobody can fault the SGA's motives in this matter.
Still, the situation has a less-uian-ccmfortable feel to it. Can we have some kind of public forum, at least for introduction's sake? (There's an idea for an SGA chapel: Name Your
Class Officers Day). Something needs to be done. If at least a token effort isn't made, this
situation could signal the final end of the SGA as a "governing" body: what good is a government —especially a democracy—that doesn't have a relationship with its constituents?

Quotes of the week...
"Show me a completely satisfied man — and I will show you a failure."
— Thomas Edison
"As for me, I will see Your face in righteousness; I will be satisfied when I awake in
Your likeness."
— Psalm 17:15
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Unions have replaced
rich white males of old
The history of voting in America has come his seat had the Republican candidate in the
lead atfirst.Then the AFL-CIO showed up.
to a full circle, and you're out of the loop.
The union made more than 230,000 phone
Thefirstvoters in America were white, male
property-owners. To the female, poor or calls and mailed 350,000 letters. Thirty-seven
minorities, election time was pretty boring. paid union employees and hundreds of union
When these "lesser" members of the democra- "volunteers" came into the state to help the
cy began protesting their less-than-active role, effort. Each of the candidates spent about a
the logic against them was doggedly simple: million dollars in ads, but the union spent nearonly those who represented the majority of cit- ly a billion dollars on such attacks as a radio
izenship and had some financial significance spot blaming the Republican for the death of a
should get to make the big national decisions. teen in a frozen-food plant he owned, a claim
Minority and female crusaders have long the teen's father publicly called "despicable."
But money talks; the Democrat won. Al
since conquered the voting booths, and the last
hundred years have seen a tremendous Gore himself said "Organized labor put [the
increase in the ability of every American citi- Democrat] over the top."
The AFL-CIO's future plans include stationzen to put in a significant and meaningful vote.
ing campaign teams of 100 workUntil recendy.
ers
in 75 targeted Republican disThe last couple election years
tricts,
setting up a AFL-CIO crednave left us with the uncanny feeling
it
card
to raise another half-billion
that the moneyed majority is back in
for
political
activity in the next
power, speaking for the entire counfive
years
and
raising union dues
try and yet pursuing its own agendas.
to
generate
another
35 million for
This new "voting class" comes in the
this
year's
politicking.
form of unions.
The unions show the folly of the
The AFL-CIO is spending $35 T f t M
original
colonial voting system.
million this year on TV and radio ads
Giving
the
rightto vote to a select
aimed at recapturing the House of I N K E L
•
•
•
^
B
portion
of
"worthy" citizens is a
Representatives for the Democrats. • • ^ • 1
dangerous
tactic.
Such
organizations as the
A Rutgers University economist estimates the
AFL-CIO
have
gone
nuts.
value of additional contributions such as camThough 40 percent of union members are
paign "volunteers" and union-based publicity
Republican,
the union leadership are rabidly
at about a half billion dollars.
Democratic.
In one poll, almost two-thirds of
Recent congressional elections demonall
union
members
said dues shouldn't be used
strate the insignificance of the average
for
anti-Republican
campaigning, but union
American voter in the face of the unions. Six
leadership
alone
decides
where the money
months before the elections, the AFL-CIO
goes.
The
national
unions
support gready
bought nationwide TV commercials blasting
expanded
affirmative
action,
federally
funded
the Republicans and targeting individual conabortion
programs
and
broad-category
social
gressmen who had voted conservatively.
welfare
despite
the
frequent
protests
of
"grassThe ads often bordered on slander. For
example, one ad portrayed two elderly people roots" members.
begging for their Medicare, then showed Newt
The simple fact that a group claims to repreGingrich and local Republican congressmen sent the "majority" of the population and ecocalling for "cuts in welfare." The actual nomic force does not mean that group will act
Republican plan is just to curtail the rate of in the best interest of the larger entity. These
increase in the Medicare spending. President unions use theirfinancialpower to overwhelm
Clinton's plan included the same stipulation! the general voters and advocate positions
Ad after ad called for Republicans to stop counter to the population. Something as bla"playing political games and stand up for the tantly opposed to democracy as today's nationworking families for a change."
al labor union should be made illegal.
When Bob Packwood resigned, the race for
Your ability to vote could depend on it.

I'll probably get hate mail from my mother
for writing this column, but I have to do it anyway.
Regular readers know that I don't try to be a
prophet I've never tried to say what I think
will happen in the future or write about the
affect that government actions might have.
But with the election a scant number of days
away, I'm going to crawl a short way out upon
a limb and say this: Dole ain't gonna win.
Now, I can already see the reaction. The
stalwart GOPsters are smiting their foreheads,
decrying my pessimism. My mother
is rushing to write a
long letter to the
Champion, berating
me for my lack of
faith. How can I
give up hope, cry
the defenders of
conservatism. We
still have a few days. TIMOTHY J.
Maybe we can turn GIBBONS
this mess around.
^^™"
OK, maybe I am pessimistic. But as Pat
Robertson said last week, Dole will need a
miracle to emerge victorious. And last I
looked, God wasn't registered to vote.
So now that the moaning and gnashing of
teeth is out of the way, I have a question to ask.
Yeah, Dole's not going to be the next president
of the United States. Is that necessarily a bad
thing?
In my humble-but-highly-accurate opinion,
Clinton has done basically all the damage he
can do to the executive branch. While a
Clinton presidency will feature more of the
same ineptitude that it has showcased for the
past four years, I don't think he can do much
to drag the country even farther down.
And if he does dig deeper, that can only be
a good tiling as well. Quite frankly, I can get a
lot more excited about Kemp-2000 than I am
about Dole-'96. If Clinton digs an even deeper hole for himself than he is now standing in,
the country has a great chance to enter the new
millennium with a Republican at the helm.
• A Democratic victory isn't so bad in the
here-and-now, either. If Clinton gets elected
there is a good chance the Congress will stay
Republican; America doesn't like having the
same party control both branches of government. And it seems to me that Newt has done
more to advance conservative thought than
Bush ever did.
Don't misunderstand me. I'm not saying I
want the Pineapple Man to lose. I'll be out
pulling the GOP doogie lever on the 5th. A
Dole/Kemp White House would be a good
thing. I just don't think that four more years of
Clinton will see the country in ruins.
Clinton isn't the man I want to see leading
this nation. Everything I've seen, though,
points to that as being the most likely outcome. And I think it would be better for the
country and for the cause of conservatism if
we stopped pretending that Dole will win and
instead figure out how to make the best of
what does occur.
Make sure you get out and vote next
Tuesday. I'll go a step farther and tell you to
get out and vote for Dole. But please don't be
too surprised if he loses.
And don't be too dismayed, either. Look at
it this way: Four more years of Clinton will
make sure the conservative pundits remain
well-stocked with barbs. Even if the presidency is in shambles, at least talk radio will be fun
to listen to.

Voting is not an option; factors
3 like Christianity compel civic duty

Liberty Champion Policies

The Liberty Champion encourages members of the community to submit letters to
the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing in the Liberty Forum do not necessarily represent die views of The Champion's
editorial board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear
the endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the
property of The Liberty Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept,
reject, or edit any letter received, according to The Champion stylebook, taste and
the Liberty University mission statement.
The deadline for letters is 6 p.m.
Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Editor, The
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 or
mail to: The Liberty Champion, Liberty
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.

It's just about that time again. That's right,
Voting is a powerful element in America. It
there's only one more week until the presiden- gives citizens like you and me an opportunitial elections, and I have never been more ty to "pick and choose" the people we would
ecstatic about any election in my life. What's have represent us and our beliefs. Without
so different about this election you ask? For the this privilege, America would be no different
first time in my life I am old enough to perform from the Communist regimes we stand
my civic duty and vote.
against. There are many reasons
Last election year I was heart
that this young man along with
broken because I turned 18 just a
every other eligible citizen should
day after the elections took place.
vote.
That's one reason why I will allow
First of all, this man is a
nothing but death to stop me from
Christian. It is our Christian duty to
casting my vote this Nov. 5.
vote in order to further the cause of
I admit it is slightly inconvenient
Christ. There should be no apathy
to go through the procedure of
in a Christian's life. Jesus addressed
obtaining an absentee ballot, but CYNTHIA
many political issues and therefore
not as inconvenient as it will be for TATUM
we should also. We need to take a
us to have to put up with die elec- • • • • • M B B H stand on issues that the Bible cleartion of a poor president It is very important for ly speaks out against.
everyone to vote who has the power to do so.
Second, this man is an African-American.
I recendy had a conversation with a young Alter all of the agonizing pain and bloodshed
man about this year's election. We discussed our ancestor's endured so we could have the
Bill Clinton's and Bob Dole's views on sever- right to vote, I can't believe any Africanal issues until he informed me that he would American would just sit back and not take
not be voting. I was immediately angered.
advantage of such a hard-earned opportunity.

In addition, there are many decisions the
upcoming president faces that could direcdy
affect the African-American community,
such as affirmative action. Minorities must
use voting power to enhance their situation
because no one else will.
Finally, this man is an American. Therightto
vote has allowed America to live by this simple
but profound ideology: "Government by the
people for the people." Our government is
composed of individuals whom we vote into
office because we feel they have our best interest at heart.
I know it's hard to decide who to vote for
when neither candidate is qualified. So
whether you vote tor Clinton who plans to
"build bridges to the future," or Dole who
claims to be a "better man for a better
America," it would behoove you to vote.
Those who decide not to vote do not ever
have a right to complain about any laws that
are passed or anything else that occurs in
Washington. We must go out Nov. 5 and exercise the right that our forefathers and mothers
fought for. This is our country.
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Qualifications? XASSlfiAJ
By RACHEL ELIZABETH
Champion Reporter

Who would ask a new dentist if he's
been faithful in his marriage, whether he's
used drugs or if he served in the military?
Such an idea is ridiculous, right?
Not according to many conservatives who
urge Dole, Kemp, and the American public
to use just such standards as the primary
qualifiers for the job of president of the
United States. They inappropriately
believe that personal character, not ability
and competence, should be the leading
determinant of whether or not a person is
suited for the job of president.
The operative word here is job. The presidency is a professional job, not a missionary assignment. A candidate should be
evaluated on the basis of his or her ability
to handle the tasks of that particular position.
Let's look at it this way: you don't disqualify a heart surgeon because she can't
complete a spin on her toes or execute a

perfect leg lift without getting out of
breath. The qualities that make a good ballerina, simply don't apply in the same way
in the medical field.
By the same token, a president shouldn't
be expected to meet the moral standards of
a pastor.
The character advocates say,
"How can we have a moral
nation with immoral leaders?" The
response is that we always have. After all,
some of our best leaders dealt with charges
of immorality. The charge of marital infidelity was common in the days of George
Washington, John F. Kennedy and our own
Bill Clinton.
Despite the questioned ethics of past presidents, they are virtually all remembered for
their solid politics, not their behavior. Even
a leader who doesn't practice good morals
can advocate them for his country.
The real world supports this view, as
demonstrated by the recent elections in
Israel. Benjamin Netanyahu was elected
despite his well-documented extra-marital

affair, not because it didn't matter, but
because the real issue was his qualifications and platform.
Netanyahu's abilities were desperately
needed in Israel. Jerry Falwell stated on
television Sunday, Oct. 13, 1996, that he
believed that Netanyahu was
Israel's
Ronald
Reagan.
Obviously a bad husband, but a
good leader.
Christians have the most reason to realize that good leaders can be flawed. God
wants his people to do good but knows that
they won't.
He worked with real people and made
many fallen human leaders. He made
Abraham (the "Friend of God"!) the father
of Israel, yet Abraham was clearly a very
flawed man. Who can forget when Abraham
feared a king would take his life because of
his beautiful wife Sarah, he lied and said
that she was just his sister? God had to save
her before the king compromised her.
And what about David, a man after
God's own heart? David took another

Point

or character?
that public officials are not only professional political experts but also representations
Champion Reporter
of their constituents. They are a reflection
The qualifications of a political candidate of the people they are representing. A large
are many. Besides the requirements such as part of the perceptions about and respect
minimum age and nationality laws, there engendered by this country in the eyes of
are other parameters to consider as well. other nations is based on the opinions of
Matters such as experience and perfor- our leaders.
mance are raised as a matter of course durAs for the separation of private and pubing an election year.
lic life, would we like an official who has
But some issues, such as character, remain problems with marital fidelity in charge of
controversial. Should one consider character vital intelligence secrets?
a vital qualification of a candidate?
We cannot honestly expect him to be
The answer is yes.
faithful in one area and not in another. Not
The main question in the debate today is, only that, but people who discount charDoes a person's character affect
acter logically must
his or her performance? This
attempt to separate
question presupposes two things:
public and private
(1) that a good "performance record" (what life into two distinct spheres.
they will do for the country) is the highest
This is an invalid mode of thinking for
priority Americans expect out of a candi- two reasons.
date, and (2) that performance and characFirst, it is the same people who come into
ter are somehow separable: a person's pri- the office at 8 a.m. as it is who enter their
vate life has no bearing on what they do in homes at 6 p.m. Mentally healthy people
public.
don't experience radical personality
The first presupposition ignores the fact changes as soon as they walk out of their

By PAUL FIELDS

Counterpoint

Editor's
Note
Everybody has a complaint
about the candidates. "He's too
liberal," "He's too wishy-washy,"
"He sounds like a conservative..."
Having only a few candidates
means nobody is happy.
But how well do you really
know the candidates? Do you
base your opinion on secondhand information or some news
commentator's judgment? That's
no way to be informed and no
way to vote.
So we're going to let you cheat
a little. These are the basic platforms of the three top parties.
With this information, you'll at
least sound informed.
But what about the candidates'
personal convictions, you say?
Don't those matter? Look to the
point-counterpoint above for that!

— Economy: Balance the budget in seven years but protect Medicaid and
Medicare and educational/environmental expenditures.
— Education: Expand and protect Head Start and Goals 2000 programs.
Link every classroom to the Internet by 2000. Expand Safe and Drug Free
School Program. Help set up public school uniform policies. Reform student
loan system and Pell Grant systems to allow more money for college students.
— Environment; Cut toxic air pollution by 90 percent, Strengthen and
expand national park system. Reform environment regulations.
-~ Abortion: Pro-choice. Increase support for family planning, adoption
and foster cere. Start grassroots campaign against teen pregnancy.
-~« Crime: Prooct Crime Bill and Assault Weapon Ban. Increase border
patrols. Expand prevention programs and drug testing requirements.
— Jobs: Consolidate 70 job training programs into credit vouchers for
community college tuition. Raise minimum wage by 90 cents an hour.
Develop more and better insurance policies for working families.
—Taxes: Expand Earned Income Tax Credit by $21 billion over five years.
— Health Care: Increase access to health care. Make a law so Americans
cannot be denied coverage because of pre-existing conditions or a change
in their job status.
— Welfare: Reform welfare to include time limits, work requirements and
the tough child-support enforcement. Provide child care so mothers can go
to work.

SPEAK g
"Yes, because a lot of people
don't understand politics
enough to base their vote on
anything besides character."

— Joan Sumbeiyuso, Soph.
Kenya, Africa
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man's wife. When Bathsheba became pregnant, David tried to cover his sin, and when
that failed, he killed Uriah. Though David
suffered incredibly and repented for his
sins, the point is still that God chose a murderer for a king.
People didn't get much better in the New
Testament, considering the early days of
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972
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idominium

such people as Peter and Paul.
It's not that the sin of these men didn't
matter, but God's will is bigger than man's
sin nature. If God uses such poor specimens in the leadership of His people,
where the moral standard should obviously
be higher, should Christians really demand
more from a secular leader?

and goT- caught- wif-h my hand in f-Ke cookie jar!

But I'd make a yreaj- leader.
\Zof-e for me anyway.

presidents and call them great, but are they
really known as great in the same way as
earlier leaders?
It's all in the definition of "greatness."
Can a godless man be considered truly
"great"? Certainly there are aspects that we
admire, but we are uncertain of them
because we do not want to emulate their
shortcomings.

There is no real distinction between a
person's public and private life. Lines, are
so blurred and exceptions so frequent that
the terms are inaccurate at best when used
to make distinctions.
Hence, character is of the utmost importance when considering anyone for a leadership position. Let's not forget this, especially in this crucial election year.

Republicans
— Economy: Improve economy by promoting jobs and economic growth.
Balance budget while cutting spending, lowering taxes on working families, deregulating industry.
—• Education: Decrease federal involvement in education. Implement school
choice. Start $5 billion "Opportunity Scholarships for Children" initiative.
Increase student loan funding by 50 percent. Increase Pell Grants.
— Environment: Protect Clean Air and Water Acts. Give environmental
responsibility to states and communities.
— Abortion: Work to overturn Roe v. Wade. Restrict abortion with exceptions to protect life of mother, rape and incest cases.
— Crime: Institute death penalty. Abolish parole for violent offenders.
Prosecute teens who commit violent crimes as adults. Mandatory penalties
for committing crime with a gun. Step up war on drugs.
— Jobs: Balance budget, reduce taxes, cut federal government, let citizens
take it from there.
— Taxes: Lower taxes and flatten rates. Give $500 per child tax credit,
IRAs for homemakers, adoption tax credits. Require 60 percent majority in
Congress to raise taxes.
— Health Care: Keep feds out of health care. Allow Medicare/Medicaid
to grow but reform and reduce rate of increase.
— Welfare: Require work within two years. Permit state sanction of drug
using welfare recipients. Massively reduce welfare bureaucracy.

Reform
Party
— Set ethical standards for White
House and Congress; no more gifts
from special interest groups.
— Give politicians same retirement/health care plans as citizens.
— Pass Balanced Budget Act.
—Distribute annual U.S. financial
report for citizens.
— Hold elections on Sundays and
Saturdays instead of Tuesdays.
— Replace electoral college with
direct vote.
— Limit terms for Congress.
— Revamp taxes to be fair, paperless, voted on by people.
— Test all reforms before instituting them.
— Make all reforms dynamic and
easy to change.

"Do you think character plays a critical
part in the elections?"
"Considering how me last election went, obviously not."
— Erik Cooper, Fr.
Bedford, Va

— Toni Rauhauser, Soph.
York, Penn.

"If the person doesn't have
good character, will the
people follow them?"

"
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Okay. I a dmrH I've lr\ad numerous problems

offices. If they do, they are at best unreliable, at worst schizophrenic.
Second, it is naive to believe that what
happens in private does not affect what
happens in public and vice versa.
For example, say an official experiences
the death of a family member. Do we
expect that official not to be affected by it?
Do we really believe a political figure is not
affected by the same feeling and motivations as at home? A man who is greedy or
untrustworthy in his home will be no different when he is in office. An elected
office does nothing magical to a man's
sense of moral responsibility.
Another reason why character should be
considered can be learned from history.
Some of the greatest presidents, such as
Madison, Jefferson and Lincoln, were
known as men of the highest character (allegations have been made about Jefferson, but
none have been proven conclusively). This
reputation of character adds tremendous
weight to their perception in the eyes of
young students and political pundits.
You might point to some 20th century

Democrats

390
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"Most definitely! Character
shows how a person really feels.
If their character is good, you
know you can trust mem and
what they say."

"If you can't trust the messenger,
you can't trust the message!"
— Rodney Obeaigbena, Soph.
Houston, Tx.

— Shannon Benfieki, Soph.
Alexandria, Va.

"Yes. Character means integrity
and integrity means making
choices for what is right for the
people, rather than for personal
gain."

"Yes, because people notice
the outward presentation of a
person first. If he has good
character, people will be more
apt to respond positively."

"Definitely, because character is
who you are. it determines what
type of leadership the counuy will
have, and how we as citi/ms will

— Jeff Walton, Jr.
Roanoke, Va.

— Angela McMillan, Soph.
Boston, Mass.

— Marlene Milclicll, Soph.
Trinidad, ('aiuida

be as a result,"
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Townies
need to stay
in touch
E

KKonmeyeK:

very time I walk into the cafeteria I
become depressed.
Not because the cuisine is less than
desirable, but because the familiar wave
of friendly faces I used to see are now
absent (No, this is not a sappy howmuch-we-miss-you-alumni-please-keepin-touch article).
entered a poetry contest sponsored by the
By ELIZABETH OVENSHERE
When I came to Liberty three years Champion Reporter
Women's Resource Center.
ago, the cafeteria was "social central"
Kronmeyer's poem, "To Sylvia Plath's
and hours were spent making the rounds.
7-year-old girl sat on the floor of her Savage God" which starts out saying, "I
Even if we weren't hungry, the trip down
room, dreaming up doll houses cre- want a casket with a skylight," took first
there was worth the time.
ated with crates, cardboard and sticks.
place, winning both the bet with her
Now when I drag myself into Marriott,
Years have passed now and that same friends and the contest.
I'm disappointed for reasons other than girl still dreams, but now her dreams are
Eight years later, Kronmeyer entered a
the often lackluster food. This year I filled with compositions of poetry written contest held at the Blue Ridge Writer's
have found myself more often in the eat- about ships and reckless seas.
Conference. She entered two poems and
and-run category.
This is how the journey into poetry won prizes for both of them.
Although the food has not gotten dras- began for Liberty University English
The first one, "Kinship," was written
tically worse, the atmosphere has lost its Professor Dr. Olga Kronmeyer.
to honor a friend whose courage and
appeal. Everyone and his brother moved
Born in New York, this only child began strong faith she had admired for a long
off campus this year, never to be heard to use her creativity at a young age. In time. In the second poem, "Bosnia,"
from again.
high school, she started writing poetry for Kronmeyer wrote about "being a new
This means that the cafeteria is filled her yearbook.
man as in the Bible."
with all kinds of underclassmen that I do
Through this she developed a love for
When asked how she felt about her
not know.
poetry and poets such as Shakespeare and accomplishments, Dr. Kronmeyer said
If I'm lucky, in a week I'll see two peo- Sylvia Plath. She composed three poems that she felt that her greatest work has not
ple in the cafeteria that I know.
which she either dedicated or wrote about been in her poetry.
One of my friends commented on this Shakespeare.
In her opinion, "being an adult who
the other day. She looked disgustedly
Kronmeyer currently teaches several works, is a good citizen, and who is relaGlna Blair/LIBERTV CHAMPION
around the cafeteria and said, "It's got- English classes at LU including a modern tively independent" is a far greater SHE WAS A POET AND WE DIDN'T KNOW IT — Dr. Olga Kronmeyer, an
ten really loud in here this year. And poetry class, a creative writing poetry accomplishment.
English professor at LU, has won several poetry awards in recent years.
how come we never see any people we class and a fiction writing class.
On the other hand, and said, "I would
know anymore?"
Her poetic expertise has been publically like to win the Pulitzer Prize," Kronmeyer poetry or writing to join the Academy of informed on the contests that are coming
We sounded like an episode from the recognized twice. The story behind her laughed, "and have at least one good book American Poets or the Associate up, where they are and how to get
victories, however, is ironic. In 1986 of poetry."
involved and give people the chance to
"Golden Girls."
Writer's Program.
Kronmeyer urges anyone interested in
Upperclassmen are a dying breed both Kronmeyer responded to a dare and
Both are programs that keep people diplay their talent.
in the cafeteria and in the dorms this year.
The cafeteria parking lot is even more
depressing than the cafeteria. That's the
only time I see all of these people.
They are leaving class on their way This week's CD is not a new album but instruments, quite a few of which reflect
Track 12, "Heaven's Bright Sun" brings Lay Me Down." Hogg, however, comes
home to their apartment to hide away one that 1 think a lot of people have never distinctively Irish tones. Past hits you may to mind the soundtrack from "Last of the across with a more mature theme in both
from school, the world and, most of all, heard of.
style and message with songs such as "No
recognize from Iona include "Treasure," Mohicans."
convocation. (I know, I didn't believe it
In that album Clannad reflects a heavier, Heart Beats."
"Journey Into the Mom" comes all the "Burning Like Fire" and "Today."
at first either. I mean, who would do way across the ocean from a group that
"Journey Into the Morn" is a great CD to
"Irish Day," one of the album's first more traditional sound than Iona.
such a thing?)
Iona describes mes- fall asleep to, study along with, or medirepresents a New Age sound in Christian releases, made its
The only phone calls I receive any- music.
sages found among tate upon. Close your eyes and listen to it
way into the top
more are from townies. In fact, if the Iona offers a Christian alternative to the three on last spring's
works from the early in the dark by yourself.
phone rings on-campus I usually don't soulful sound of New Age artists such as Top 20 Count-down.
Celtic church within
The songs on this album communicate
even answer it.
a lighter genre.
with the soul through instrumentation.
Enya and Yanni.
Dedicated to one
Since all of my friends have moved off
The encompass- They express the wonder one feels when
The seductive mysticism of the New of the first missioncampus, it could only be the business Age movement is not something a aries to bring the
ing theme of this alone outdoors, far away from civilization,
office or my editor in chief from the Christian wants to be drawn into, even if gospel to the British
album seems to be looking up at a starlit sky on a dark night.
Champion (no names mentioned, but his only through the more innocent channels Isles, Columba, this
revitalizing the roots Iona's music caresses the spirit.
column is the one usually found two of music.
of Irish Christianity.
In a nonthreatening way, Iona invites the
song bears the thread Journey into the Morn
Iona
pages before mine) calling to tell me to
Each of the Christian and nonChristian listener alike to
I am the first to admit that I love Enya's of traditional Irish
get down there.
songs on this album experience the peace of God.
gentle, relaxing style. This is one reason I Christ-ianity that ties
M M
Neither calls are particularly pleasant, was so excited to find Iona.
•Xv:-:-:-:-:->>Xv:v:o:v:-::-x-x:v:>:-:-:v
gently flow into one Rather than advocating escape from realithe album together.
so I ignore the phone when it does the
another.
ty, it invites the listener to savor the
The main similarity between a singer
One interesting
single ring.
such as Enya and a group such as Iona is and unique element in this album is the Lead singer of Iona Joanne Hogg's voice moment, taking joy in God's creation.
Conversations with my off-campus the mood they inspire.
two-part ballad "Bi-se I Mo Shuil," written comes in clear and soft with a slight meloThis album is a "must" for anyone
friends usually sound like this:
In my opinion, Iona towers above Enya completely in Gaelic and occupying two dious, whiny tinge that perfectly comple- attracted to the New Age sound. I almost
"We really need to get together some- in regards to both musical and lyrical con- separate tracks on the CD. It is the Gaelic ments the instrumental backdrops.
never buy CD's since I get so many for
time. What's your schedule like? Oh, tent and talent.
adaptation of Hugh Brennan's "Be Thou
At times she displays a trace of similar- free, but I bought this one. That says a
you have to work 62 hours a week to pay
Iona uses some great combinations of My Vision."
ity to Sophie B. Hawkins' sound in "As I great deal for Iona's sound and style.
your apartment rent? Well, give me your
phone number anyway, and we'll get
together next year after graduation."
Then months after graduation, you
come back for activities such as
Homecoming and say, "We really need
Pharoah was a cruel tyrant over the Jews, but God had a blessing from God, thank him and pray. Every time you
Shape up or ship out. Does that phrase ring a bell? I
to get together. Oh, you're living in think the first time I heard that phrase was in the sev- him there for a reason. "Go to Pharoah, for I have hard- think about it, pray.
California? Well, uh, give me your num- enth grade.
ened his heart and the hearts of his officials so that I may
Envy those who work hard.
ber, and I'll call you."
I determined that if I couldn't ace any other class, I was perform these miraculous signs among them...and that you
"Now we ask you brothers to respect those who work
Of course, there are advantages to liv- going to get an A in Physical Education. To do this, I had may know that I am the Lord" (Exodus 10:1-2).
hard among you" (1 Thessalonians 5:12). How many of us
Always be joyful.
ing off campus. Want me to list some? to pass the chin-up test. The test required five chin-ups in
can think of a person in one of our classes who seems to
Now being joyful does not necessarily mean being know everything? He or she knows all of the answers, gets
No curfew, no convocation, no Marriott, one minute, and I couldn't even do one.
no RAs, good parking spots, cable TV,
As I hung onto the bar, about ready to burst an artery, I happy. Joy is finding the good in anything, no matter how a perfect score on all the quizzes and aces all of the tests
no unwanted dormmates, pets — just a could hear my P.E. teacher screaming in the background. bad it may appear. First Theswithout cracking a book.
few off the top of my head.
"Shape up or ship out, Brian." I didn't want to get shipped salonians 5:16 commands this.
That kind of person can make me mad, but the Bible
I walk around campus seeing
The sad, serious thing about people out, so I shaped up. And I somehow got the A in P.E.
says to respect them. We are not to get angry with those
moving off campus is that relationships
God also instructs us to "shape up or ship out." He people who look like they ate
who are smarter than us. We all have different gifts. Let
do grow apart. There has to be more of wants us hot or cold, not lukewarm, or He will spew us out lemons for breakfast. But what
them challenge us to work harder.
an effort made to get together.
of his mouth. So here are some ways we can shape-up do we as Christians have to get
Using the gifts God gave us in ministry.
down about? We have Marriott
One of my best friends in the whole while at LU.
One of the great things about Liberty is that there are so
(yes, this is a positive thing).
world moved off campus this year, and Study the Word.
many opportunites to reach out and to get involved in
we hardly get to see each other.
"Study to show thyself approved, a workman who There are people out there who
some type of ministry whether it deals directly with our
There are seldom quick coffee runs or needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the Word of don't know where their next
major or with another area of interest. We can participate
meal is coming from.
long lunches together; our schedules are Truth" (2 Timothy 2:15).
in singing teams, drama teams, Scaremare, Friday night
BRIAN
We may have four people
so different, and one of us always has to
Here at LU, we have so many opportunities to study
witnessing and many other activities.
drive all the way to the other's place. It's God's Word yet we pass up so many of them. Even if squished into one semi-small JACOBS
There are ministry teams off campus as well, such as
a bit harder to have those heart-to-heart the school did not give us opportunities, we should be room, but there are people who do ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ local churches in desperate need of Sunday school teachconversations over the phone.
studying the Word daily in a personal quiet time outside not have a roof over their h e a d . ^ - " ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ers, youth-leaders and special music. Many churches
Probably the greatest thing we have is Jesus Christ in our would love to put our talent to good use in their church.
The expression "You will make time for of class.
hearts. There are people in this world who have never
the things that are important to you," usu//onoi authority.
/latticing what we preach.
ally refers to spiritual matters, but I think
"Young men, in the same way, submit yourselves to heard his name.
One thing people cannot put up with is hypocrisy. A
When we put tilings in perspective like litis, we really phrase used all too often is, "Do as 1 say, not as 1 do."
it is also applicable in these situations.
those who are older" (1 Peter 5:5). We have many forms
Making your lifelong friends in college is of authority over us at LU: RAs, RDs, Deans, professors, have nothing to complain about, do we?
People pick up on that, and if we do not practice what we
/'ray without ceasing.
a concept that is many times true, but keep- etc. These people were put in authority over us for a purpreach people will stop listening to us. We need to make
This verse in 1 Thessalonians 5:17 is not saying to pray sure our actions coincide with our speech.
ing them is sometimes stifled by the off- pose and, no matter what decisions they make, we need to
24 hours a day (and if you do, make sure to keep your eyes
campus privilege.
respect them because of their authority.
These are just a few ways we can "shape-up" at Liberty
open
when you're driving).
Am I against living off campus? Not at
Most of us probably don't agree with everything
University. And remember, once we shape up we need to
Here, Paul is telling us that when we remember a loved stay in shape and continue to do these things daily.
all. At times, I wish 1 had. Just remember President Clinton has done for this country, but God put
one
in trouble, not to worry, but to pray. When something
what is really important — people — and him in the presidency for a reason. So let's pray for
Are you "fit" to be a follower of Christ? If not "shape
goes
wrong, don't complain, just pray. When you receive up or ship out."
make time lor them.
him. God will work out the details lor his glory.
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Who needs Enya w h e n we've got lona

byw mWmmm m%ndy Warburton

How to improve spiritual fitness
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WATCH OUT FOR
FALLING BRICKS
— It's a construction
worker gone crazy.
The house was filled
with lots of crazy folk,
some working and
some visiting (right).

P
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WALK SOFTLY AND
CARRY A BIG STICK —
Good advice for Scaremare, right? This death-like
creature was the silent
leader to blaze the way
through the frightening
tunnel with an unknown
destination. Now that's a
scary thought (left).
No one wanted to push this
girl on her swing (right) as
she hissed at visitors coming in the door.

Photos by Matthew Cuda

»

own a ghoulish path and into a
series of horrific hallways,
every visitor crept cautiously through
the winding maze comprising the
house of death.
Masked men with chainsaws provided a threatening welcome for the apprehensive crowd before they entered the
dwelling and encountered morbid faces
and eerie people.
Scaremare was a significant success,
bringing in more than 20,000 people
and recording 1,400 salvation decisions. Its mission — to provide a clear
picture of hell — brought people from
all over, including many LU alumni.

Dark, sweltering hallways left
people searching for a hint of light,
only to stumble into rooms full of
dead or comatose people.
Rooms included the hologram
room, torture chamber, the twister
room, the checkerboard room with
strobe lights, the hippie room, the
dining room and rooms dedicated to
drug abuse and alcoholism.
The last room the visitors walked
through had a cross on which a figure representing Christ hung. After
exiting the house, groups were ushered into tents where the gospel was
presented by LU students.
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UVa. sweeps LU
in doubleheader

UMBC downs v-ball
team in three games

By JENNA CANT WELL

By KERRY RODRIGUEZ

Champion Reporter

More than 400 fans got up early Saturday morning to witness an unprecedented event — Liberty
versus the University of Virginia in softball.
Virginia proved to be the bird that got the worm,
as the Lady Cavaliers swept a doubleheader 3-0,
14-5.
Game one was a pitcher's duel for most of the
game. Liberty starting pitcher Katie Phillips
looked a little shaky, but was able to hold the
Cavaliers scoreless through the first six innings
before the team allowed two unearned runs. One
more run was added in the seventh to widen the
lead and end the game.
Christy Quinn started on the mound for the
Cavaliers in the opener and was stellar. Quinn
allowed only one hit in the game, a single by
Andrea Schnelle in the fourth inning. Other than
that, the Lady Flames were unable to figure out
Quinn.
Game two, started by Leslie Inge, proved to be
more of an offensive game. Liberty started the
game in the hole. The team lost catcher Shannon
Tanski before the game when she was hit in the
face by a pitch and had a hard time staying
focused throughout the game.

Four errors were committed
early, allowing the Cavaliers to
acquire a commanding 11-0 lead.
In the sixth inning, the Flames
narrowed the lead to 11-5, which
was sparked by shortstop Sonya
Keith's bases-loaded triple. This,
however, proved to be the only
offensive outburst for the
Flames, as they did not threaten
the Cavaliers in thefinalinning.
Head coach Paul Wetmore was
disappointed about the losses,
but he also felt that the team was
playing a very good and more
experienced team.
"It was hard to come back in
that second game after losing the
first," Wetmore said. "They just
got that big lead, and we couldn't
Bob Grille / l.lBERrv CHAMPION
come back."
FASTBALL - Katie Phillips delivers a pitch vs. UVa.
The Lady Flames were coming
off a five game winning streak,
The games versus Virginia were Liberty's final
sweeping through the Radford Classic, a week contests of the fall. Liberty will begin practice for
ago.
the spring season in January, and the regular sea"We're a much better team than last year's," son schedule will begin in March.
Wetmore said. "We are looking forward to a great
This season LU will befightingfor an automatseason in the spring."
ic bid to the NCAA tournament for thefirsttime.

Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames volleyball team
put up a good fight against
University of Maryland-Baltimore
County's Lady Retrievers for the
second time this season, but, like the
first time, could not get a win Friday,
Oct. 25. The team did however, take
out Radford earlier in the week.
Liberty fell behind early and lost
in straight sets to UMBC: 10-15,1315, 12-15.
The match dropped LU's record to
19-7, 5-4 in the Big South conference. UMBC holds a 21-4 overall
record and is 7-1 in conference play.
UMBC overpowered LU at the net
as they out-killed Liberty 58 to 45.
The Lady Flames' tough defense put
up 18 blocks as they crashed the net
intensely during the match. Susan
Beetschen led the team in blocks
with 3 solo blocks and 3 assists.
Liberty's Leeana Miller led the
team in kills and digs with 12 and 21
respectively.

"We are half-way through our conference games," Miller said. "We are
playing really well as a team. Our
goals really have not changed much
since the beginning, we take one
match at a time."
On Tuesday, Oct. 22, Liberty faced
Radford. In a well played five-game
match, the Lady Flames came out on
top with an 11-15,13-15,15-8,15-6,
15-9 victory.
Radford out-killed Liberty with 69
to LU's 59; however, Liberty's
defense put them over the top.
Liberty out-dug Radford 110 to 65.
Christi Cherry led the team in digs
with 20, closely followed by teammates Athena Sherwood, Leeana
Miller, Anthonia Akpama, and Kyrie
Dom, each with 19.
Both teams maintained strong
defense at the net with 19 blocks
each. Leading the team in blocks
were Stacey Collier, Miller and
Anthonia Akpama. Leading the
team in kills were Miller with 18 and
Sherwood with 13, making up
almost half of the total kills.

Broncos to t a k e the a t t a c k to the silver and black on Monday night
By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

Detroit at Green Bay: These
two potent offenses should provide
fireworks on the scoreboard. Green
Bay's ability to get to quarterback
Scott Mitchell will be the difference as Reggie White and company
will be in the backfield all day.
Packers by 8.
Kansas City at Minnesota: Both
teams have problems with consistency. Steve Bono needs to keep
pace with the running attack headed
by Marcus Allen, who just seems to
get better with time. Chiefs by 3.
Philadelphia at Dallas: The
wake up call for the Cowboys. If
they have any shot at winning the

division, and making another run, a
win against the Eagles is a must.
Cowboys by 1.
Tampa Bay at Chicago: The
Bucs are about as inconsistent as a
team can be. They get beaten by the
league's worst teams and then
knock off a tough Vikings squad.
Chicago will not be looking past
them, as the Bears fight for a
respectable record. Bears by 7.
Arizona at N.Y. Giants: Let's
just say there will be better matchups. Giants by 4.
Carolina at Atlanta: Carolina
has trouble on the road, but faces a
Falcon team just trying to find itself
and a consistent starter at quarterback. Panthers by 9.
Cincinnati at Baltimore: The

Ravens have been putting up Although the Steelers' play has
points, but have been unable to been on a roller coaster this season,
slow down opposing offenses. the Rams have been flat out terriLook for Baltimore to finally be ble. Steelers by 12.
Miami at New England: A
rewarded for their work offensively
as they play the Bengals who are in game that both teams' seasons
the midst of a coaching transition. could hinge on. The addition of
Keith Byars to the Pats' offense will
Ravens by 5.
Houston at Seattle: Talent is help them down the stretch. A
finally gelling in Houston. Eddie major lack of chemistry in the
George and Chris Chandler have Dolphins' offense will be key for a
the Oilers thinking of a division Patriots win. Patriots by 5.
title once again. Oilers by 6.
Washington at Buffalo: Second
tough
test in a row against an AFC
San Diego at Indianapolis:
Revenge for the San Diego
Chargers? No. Revenge will have
to wait as the Lightning Bolts are
struggling with a banged up starting
unit. Colts by 3.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh:

INTEGRITY.
RIVER RIDGE AUTO

Serving the Lynchburg area since 1981

Free Towing for L.U. Faculty & Students // Work Is Done In Our Shop
• MECHANICAL
* BODY WORK
Engine Repair
Painting
Tune Ups
Touch Ups
Air Brushing
Oil & Lube
Pin Striping
Alignment
* DETAILING
* EMISSION
Washing
Emission Control
Waxing
Exhaust
Buffing
Muffler
Interiors
Motors

VL

PRINCIPLES

team for the Skins. The crowd at of badness. 49ers by 15.
Rich Stadium will be hard to defeat.
Denver at Oakland (Monday
Bills by 1.
Night): Throw out the records in
San Francisco at New Orleans: this match up. The outcome of a
Don't look for the Saints to be gain- heated rival will be determined by
ing any ground in the division after a Broncos defense which is finally
this contest. The resignation of Jim able to get the job done. Broncos
Mora takes the Saints to a new level by 7.
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MINDBOGGLE
PLAY this
game F R E E
with this coupon.
50 cent value

Mindboggle
Video Arcade
i -mi

River Ridge Mall

($.50 value,with coupon limit one per person per day)
Exp: 10-31-96 Sun. -Thurs. only

rq

of S O U N D R E T I R E M E X T I N V E

" TRUST is important to you when choosing a shop to
repair or service your car. When you place your trust in
us, our INTEGRITY is on the line! Keeping our word is
important to us. That's why QUALITY and SERVICE are
centerpiece to our commitment to you.

237-3111

Tito & Beverly DeMonte

Beside LIBERTY'S Railroad Entrance

SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?

Receive Up to $25.00/ Week By
Donating Life Saving Plasma !!

T

oday there seems to be an investment
expert or financial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But just how qualilied are all
these experts?

The Need is Great. The Plasma
You Donate Will Be Used To Make
Medications Used By Us All
To Live A Healthier Life.

Peace of mind about your future comes from
solid planning. From investments and services
designed and managed with your needs and
retirement security specifically in mind. The kind
of investments and services TIAA-CREF has
been providing for more than 7.') years.

To See If You Qualify
Call Us At

WE'LL HELP Y O U BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.

239 - 0769

Our counselors are trained retirement professionals who have only you and your luture in
mind. So you're treated as the unique person
you are, with special needs and concerns about
retirement. And that makes for an understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice
and flexibility in building your retirement nest
e g g - from TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity
to the investment opportunities ol CRFF's seven

Better Yet, Visit Us At the Fort Hill
Shopping Center.
Lynchburg Plasma Company
OUR HOURS ARE:
Tues & Thurs
10:00am - 6:00pm
Wed & Fri
9:30am - 5:30pm
Sat
8:00am - 4:00pm

Please Help !

uEE

TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension
system in the world, based on assets under management - managing more than $150 billion in
assets for more than one and a hall million people
throughout the nation.
TIAA-CREF:
T H E CHOICE THAT MAKES S E N S E .
It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find
a reliable pension plan provider. Hut as a member
of the education and research community, your
best choice is simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when
it comes to helping you prepare for retirement, our
annuities will add up to more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-CREF
can help you prepare for the future, call our
Enrollment Hotline at I 800 8-T2-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those w h o shape it.

• S l U u l u i l 6 I'

U-

variable annuity accounts. And we're nonprofit,
so our expense charges are among the lowest in
the insurance and mutual fund industries* That
means more of your money is where it should
be - working for you.
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FOOTBALL
Libarty 38, Charleston Southern 7
Charleston So.
0 7 0 0 - 7
Liberty
7 3 14 1 4 - 3 8
First Quarter
LU—Nobles 40 run (Harrelson kick) 5:31
Second Quarter
CSU—Mitchell 13 run (Blaschke kick)
10:43
LU-Harrelson 41 field goal 3:43
Third Quarter
LU—Freeman 98 pass from Anderson
(Harrelson kick) 3:53
LU—Freeman 35 pass from Anderson
(Harrelson kick) 1 ;40
Fourth Quarter
LU—McFadden 14 pass from Anderson
(Harrelson kick)8:54
LU—Ferebee 16 run (Harrelson kick)
6:20
A -8,527

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Return yards
Comp-Att
Sacked-yards bst
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards
3rd down conv.
4th down conv.
Timeofposs

CSU
18
52-280
85
69
11-25
1-5
4-179
5-3
6-29
4-17
3-5
35:15

LU
24
32-256
398
64
21-34
0-0
5-127
1-1
7-53
5-10
0-0
24:45

Individual Statistics
RUSHING—Charleston Southern; Miller
11-83, Alston 7-71, Tarr 21-46, Lashley
11-30, Potts 1-29, Lawhon 1-8, Mitchell
0-13. Liberty; Nobles 7-139, McFadden
16-59, Slade 4-27, Ferebee 1-16,
McCracken 2-13, Scott 2-2..

PASSING—Charleston Southern; Tarr

n.22-1 as, Lawhon 0-3-1 0. Liberty,

§|g.; „ ,

,
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Your Neighborhood Food Market
Sale Begins Wednesday, October 30,1996
Mt. Pew, Diet Pepsi or

.

This Week

Anderson 21-33-1 398, FerebeeO-M 0.
RECEIVINQ-Charleston
Southern;
Siemon 6-23, Mitchell 4-58, Lashley 1 4,; Liberty; McFadden 9-112, Freeman
5-168, Foy 3-52, McKenzie 1-36, Slade
M 9 , Duncan 1-10 Nobles 1-1
MISSED FIELD GOALS—Charleston
Southern, none. Liberty (2) Harrelson
26 34
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Volleyball vs^ V C U 7 : f p m
Golf at Old Dominion Tournament
W E D
, _
*,riAY
M e n s Soccer at U N C Greensbor
° ( B| 9
Sou,h ma,ch
7:0
m
)'
° P- T,!0*/
,n „
u „
Volleyball vs. Winthrop (Big South
match), 7:30 p.m.
M l i § i « r * i
, ,*
W-Soccer vs. VCU, 3:30 p.m.
i i P * ' ^ ' * * ** P
* "
Hockey vs. UNC, 10:45 p.m. (Roanoke)
wS^Mte?
SATURDAY
Football poll
Football at Hampton, 1:30 p.m.
.
« • of Oct 28
Men's Soccer vs. UNC Asheville, (Big
Team
Last week
South Match) 3:30 p.m.
1. Belcher Boys (9-1)
1
Hockey vs. TBA at 3:30 p.m. (Roanoke)
2. Chilly Pheesesteaks (7-2)
2
Cross Country at B.S.C. championships,
3. White Lightning (7-2)
3
Rock Hill, S.C.
4. Beavers (7-2)
10
Volleyball vs. UNC Asheville, 1:00 p.m.
5. Primal Rage (6-3)
5
MONDAY
6. Falwell Bandits (7-3)
4
Men's Basketball vs. Athletes in Action,
7. Sons of Liberty (7-3)
—
exhibition, 7:30 p.m.
8
German Helmets (6-3)
10
^<
9. Little E's (5-4)
—
| |
Oil
The
Mr
lO.Duck Billed Platypusses (5-4)
8
W
dropped out: Diesel and 5th Ward
RADIO
Basketball poll
FOOTBALL: LU vs. Hampton, Sat.
as of Oct 28
1:30, 88.3-FM. NFL triple-header, Sun.
1. Regulators
1:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m., 8:00 p.m. 105.92. Arby's
FM.Monday Night Football, Detroit vs.
3. The Legends
San Diego, 9:00 p.m., 105.9-FM.
4- 'Da Hole
HOCKEY: LU vs. North Carolina, Sat.
5. Milk Chocolate
10:45 p.m., 90.9-FM
6. Seawolves
LOCAL TALK SHOWS: The Sports
7. Brad's Doughboys
Gang, Tues. 8:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m. 90.98. Schlumas
FM; The SportsLine, Mon-Fri. 1 -3p.m.,
9- 7-Up
Sat. 9-11 a.m., 105.9-FM
1°. The One-6
TELEVISION
Droppedout: Tombstone, Runn Shoot
PRO FOOTBALL:, AFC Doubleheader
The top 10 lists are compiiled by the
1:00, 4:00 (games TBA),Sunday
Intramural Sports office, and is deterChannel 10., NFC Chs. 21,27 NFC 1:00,
mined by record and strength of schedSunday, Monday Night Football, Ch. 13,
"'»•
Monday, 9:00 p.m.

President's Choice

Soft

Drinks

Freeman, McFadden put up big numbers
Continued from Page 10
yards on nine receptions and one
touchdown.
When the Flames weren't going
to the air, LU handed the ball off to
the running back tandem of Nobles
and McFadden. Nobles responded
with 139 yards on seven carries,
including a huge 40-yard touchdown run in the first quarter,
McFadden ran the ball 16 times for

59 yards to finish his day.
Nobles Ux>k the resulting turn of
Not to be out done, the 1'lames
possession on first down and ran 82
defense caine up big as well — shutyards down to the Charleston 17-yard
ting out the Buccaneers in the second
line. That play set up a I .iberty score
half and forcing live turnovers, four
as die Flames continued to roll the
of which resulted in Liberty scores. rest of the afternoon and finish with
The defense also answered the bell
their second straight victory,
by shutting CSU down four times
"The first half was fruslraung, but
from inside the LU 10-yard line,
we kept our heads straight and tried
stopping them on fourth down from
to look at the-positives," Freeman
the one-yard line with 9:51 remainsaid. "Things like that are going to
ing in the fourth quarter.
happen."

Liter

12 Oz.

President's Choice

Cookies

Lemon Lucullan
Triple Chocolate
Pudge

Presidents Choice President's Choice Hunter Farms

Kettle Cooked Garden
Potato Chips Salad Mix

Ice
Tea

Place Classified Ads 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM Weekdays

C a l l M r . C a m D a v i s at 5 8 2 - 2 1 2 8

BEST PART TIME JOB IN LYNCHBURG- Telemarketers needed, excellent wages. Up to $6.50 per hr. Plan
your own schedule, min. 3 days,
$6.00, 4 days, $6.50 per hr.
Transportation available, van leaves
DeMoss bid., 5:10 daily. Great hours
for students. Mon-Fri, 5:30 to 9 p.m.,
Sat., 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 5821583
or
582-1587.
B&B
Presentations, 523 Leesville Rd.,
Lynchburg, VA 24502.
Wanted!!!
Individuals
and
Student
Oraganizations to Promote SPRING
BREAK TRIPS. Earn MONEY and
FREE TRIPS CALL INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.
http://www.icpt.com
Spring Break '97. Earn cash! Highest
commission. Travel free on... only 13
sales!!! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida, Padre. Free info packet! Call
Sunsplashl-800-426-7710.
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

What if

EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

Auto repairs, most makes and models,
most problems, reasonable rates, call
anytime, Brian 239-7994.

lace
H E A R N E X T R A M O N E Y $$

a Classified
•FEMALE HYGIENE STUDY:
Females, age 18-55 to test a female
hygiene product.
Study Visits:
Thurs. 10/24/96, Thurs. 10/31/96,
and Thurs. 11/7/96 between 2-4:30
pm.
STUDY PAYS $50
•BACK PATCH STUDY:
Males & Females, Age 18 and older.
Study starts Friday, 11/1/96 ( Mons,
Weds, Fris ) thru 11/25/96. 2 week
rest. Last visits 12/9/96, 12/11/96,
12/12/96 and possibly 12/13/96
between the hours 11-1 and 2-6 pm.
STUDY PAYS $90
•BACK PATCH STUDY:
Males & Females, Age 18-65. Only
10 visits over 4 weeks. Study start
Mon. 11/18/96 ( Mons, Weds. Fris)
thru Mon. 12/9/96 between the
hours 3:30 - 5:30 pm. Patches are
removed at home after 24 hours.
STUDY PAYS $60

Ad
Call
Mr.
Davis
at Ext

The Best Deli/Bakery Around
Harris
"*** * **
leerter

Bagels

from
campus

Wfe Have All Of Your School
and Dorm Supply NeecUL.
Notebooks, Ffens, Pencils,
Cleaning Products
-—And More!

)•••<•

2128,
off

CALL 847-5695
2602 Langhorne Road
(Across from E.C. Glass High School)
Hours: Mon-Fri. 9-5

the

Remember,

PUkit

)

Blueberry
. Cinnamon/

hi'-V'

Raisin

16 Inch

o

-6Ct

69

i Ham & Cheese fc2£j
Sandwich
£a.

8 Piece Box

I

99

ict|9

Fried Fresh Baked
Chicken Raisin Bn

Call
Advertise in
The Champion.

(804)
582*2128

l l

<lv, l » M

Prices in I his Ad Effective lueaday, October 2 9 , Through, I ue&Way, November 5 . 1 9 9 6 In Our I ynchburg &tore»
Only. We Pe&erve I he fight. I o I imit Quantities. None OoW I o Daalflre, We 6ladly Accept I ederal I ood £>tamp&.

Tuesday, October 29,1996
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Scaring the masses
to the point of
return - p g

Softball team has
rough outing against

Virginia-^

7

£

'.

B.S.C. readies
for hoop season
center Peter Aluma, was picked as the preseason Player of the Year by the Big South, as
well as the aforementioned publications.
Such high expectations would seem a lot
for the Flames to have to deal with. However,
LU Head Coach Jeff Meyer believes his team
can rise above the pressure.
"The key for the team is to develop mental
By RICH MACLONE
toughness
and competitive greatness," Meyer
Sports Editor
said. "We need to be ready when Florida
The Big South Conference officially kicked International comes calling (on opening
off the basketball season on Thursday with its night)."
annual media day at the Lynchburg Holiday
The men's team faces one of its toughest
Inn Crown Royal.
schedules in the history of the program.
New Big South Commissioner Kyle Liberty faces off against three NCAA tournaKallander outlined the Conference's three- ment teams from last year: Virginia, Virginia
pronged plan for the future. The plan includes Tech and Eastern Michigan. Other tough
expansion of the conference, an increased games for Liberty include Drake and perhaps
marketing plan and strategic planning, which Fresno State (to be determined by tournament
he called the conference's "road map to the FSU tournament results).
future."
The Lady Flames received their ranking as
The conference announced its preseason well on media day. Liberty was rated as the
polls for the season. Liberty University was No. 6 team in the conference by the coaches
announced as the consensus No. 1 team in and SIDs. Head Coach Rick Reeves is not
men's basketball in the Big South by the upset with the low ranking, and believes that
his team will be better than forecasted by the
coaches and Sports Information Directors.
Liberty has also been chosen as the top coaches and SDDs.
team in the conference by College Sports,
"I can guarantee that we won't be No. 6 (at
Street and Smith's, The Sporting News, Athlonthe end of the season) as long as we stay
Sports and Dick Vitale's College Yearbook. healthy," Reeves said.
The Flames lost in the Big South champiReeves also said that he believes that the
onship game last season to UNCG. Liberty low ranking could serve as a blessing for the
returns four starters from last season's club, team. "It takes some of the pressure off of
as well as a host of veterans that will play a some of the younger kids."
substantial amount of time.
The women's team kicks off it's season on
One of the returning starters for Liberty, Nov, 23, at home, versus Bluefield.

MM

Big South favors
Liberty in men's poll;
Alurria for MVP

RICH
MACLONE

The swoosh
tyranny

T«d Woolford / LIBEKTY CHAMPION

JAM — Walter "Boo" Graham goes above the rim during Liberty's BlueWhite scrimmage on Friday night. Graham had to come out of the game during the second quarter after suffering a slight shoulder injury.

Soccer salvages tie with Lincoln Memorial
By LAURELEI MILLER
Champion Reporter

Both Liberty and Lincoln
Memorial left the soccer complex
without a win or a loss. The two
teams tied after both failed to ruf-

fle the net in overtime action.
The 1-1 final against Division II
LMU (11-5-3) was a big disappointment to the Flames (10-4-1)
as they chalked up their first tie of
the season in Saturday's homecoming game.

Zach Kroncnbcrgcr / Liberty Champion

HEAD-MAN — Mike Rohrer (No. 11) in front of the LMU net.

"We came in and weren't prepared for them mentally," said
Senior Jesse Barrington.
Despite cool, drizzly weather,
nearly 700 fans lined the field to
see Liberty's first soccer match
under lights. "It's nice to have the
lights," said Barrington, "but it's
disappointing to let the fans
down."
Barrington pounded the upper
corner of LMU's net to bury
Liberty's solo goal in the second
half. The play was set up by
Sophomore Ben Johnson's throwin and a tip pass from Junior Mike
Rohrer, tallying a double assist.
The Railsplitters poked the ball
through the Liberty defense 26
minutes into the first half. Just seconds after missing one shot wide,
Lincoln Memorial attacked the

goal again. Flames junior goalie
Joe Larson reached out and tipped
the ball, but it still slid into the net
and gave LMU the halftime advantage.
Liberty is winless in games
where they are trailing going into
the second period.
Liberty's offense controlled the
ball for the majority of the match
and continually attacked the goal
zone, forcing 10 corner kicks to
LMU's two.
"We dominated the game,"
Larson said. "We kept possession
of the ball during the game ... but
we didn't have people taking
shots."
When Lincoln did converge on
the goal, the Flames defense held
tight and handled them routinely.
LMU only took six shots, and

Larson made two saves. He dove
for one ball and grabbed it while
his body was stretched out in midair, parallel to the grass.
Junior Ryan Trumbo provided
some offensive fuel for the Flames
as he booted four of Liberty's 15
shots. Barrington contributed
three, and freshman Jared Trumbo
came off the bench to kick two
shots on the goal.
Tuesday the Flames travel to
UNC Greensboro to face the top
team in the Big South Conference.
The Spartans are ranked No. 10 in
the nation.
"We seem to play at our opponent's level," Larson said. "We can
play with the No. 1 team in the
nation or we can play with the
150th team...We will be ready for
Greensboro."

Big South
Lack of offense kills Ladies in 1 -O loss
announces
TV schedule
By JENNA CANTWELL
Champion Reporter

By RICH MACLONE
Champion Reporter

Big South Commissioner Kyle Kallander
announced that the Big South has reached an
agreement with two television networks for the
upcoming basketball season. Both Home Team
Sports and SportSouth will broadcast BSC
games.
The two networks will combine to air eight
games, starting in December. The opening
game will feature Richmond University at
Radford University on Dec. 5.
"We are very excited about where we are
with our television exposure," Kallander said.
"We feel it's a start."
The team with the most appearances on television this season in the Big South will be
Radford. The Highlanders will be featured four
times during the year.
Liberty University will play three games on
television. The LU games are; versus the
University of North Carolina-Greensboro on
Jan. 20, Virginia Tech on Jan. 23 and Radford
on Feb. 1.
The other games to be aired are; Marshall at
Radford on Dec. 7, Winthrop at UNC Asheville
on Jan. 16, Charleston Southern at Radford and
Coastal Carolina at University of Mary landBaltimore County on Feb. 7.
Kallander said that he would like to see
women's basketball games get some air lime on
TV as tiie Big South continues to expand.

In a game that they dominated offensively, the women's soccer team lost a
heartbreaker to Lincoln Memorial
Saturday evening.
Liberty dominated in the offensive
zone, but, as has been the norm this season, the team was unable to get the ball
by the opposing goalie.
After managing 10 shots, the Lady
Flames (2-13) were still unable to put one
past the Lady Railsplitter goal keeper,
Cindy Winterburger.

Senior Jerri Lucido, who was one of the dominate most of the game. We wish the
offensive leaders of the game, was disap- score reflected that."
pointed with the 1-0 outcome.
The Flames were a little more physical
"I thought the team played much better than the Railsplitters. They were called
as a whole today," Lucido said. "We were for 10 fouls while Lincoln Memorial was
able to play as a team rather than as indi- cited eight times.
viduals."
"It's been a really tough season,"
The only goal of the game came five Lucido said. "But today we were able to
minutes into the first half when a shot by go out there and have fun with it. For this
Tammi McClead from outside the goal team, every game is a focus for next
box found it's way past Liberty goalie year."
Shannon Hutchison.
The Lady Flames' next game is Friday,
"Their goal was very unfortunate," November 1 at 3:30 p.m. when they will
Head Coach Ken Perkins said. "This was be taking on VCU. This will be the team's
a tough loss because we were able to last home game of the season.

Football wins 2nd straight
By BEN DONAHUE
Champion Reporter

After producing only 10 points in the first
hall against a lowly Charleston Southern
squad, the Flames football team seemed to
be blowing another chance at salvaging a
disappointing season.
Then came the second half.
The Buccaneers had driven the ball to the
Liberty five-yard line early in the third
quarter and were close to going up by four
when the Flames' defense came up big and
forced •> fumble by CSU's Mario Alston.
Liberty recovered and, two plays later, quarterback Ben Anderson threw to receiver
Courtney Freeman who took an over-iheshoulder pass on die sideline and outran
everyone for a ()8-yard touchdown. The

play set a school record for longest play
from scrimmage, and set the tone for the
rest of the day as LU cruised to a resounding 38-7 Homecoming victory.
Behind the outstanding effort of
Anderson, Freeman, running back Stacy
Nobles and receiver/running back I'ete
Mcladden, the Flames accounted for 654
total yards Of offense on the day.
Anderson was 21 of 33 passing for 398
yards, tliree touchdowns and one interception. His exploits earned him NCAA 1-AA
Independent Player-of-the-week honors. He
had the pleasure of throwing to two 100yard receivers as Freeman finished the day
with 168-yards on iivc catches and two
touchdowns while McFadden had 112Mill HICK < mWl.llir.KI I CHAMPION

See, Freeman, Page 9

Ben Anderson passes.

GOOD

I

What do Michael Jordan, a
street-thug gangsta, myself and
Wayne Gretzky all have in
common? That would be what
do his Air-ness, his Nastiness,
his Greatness and his Egotist
have in common?
We all, and probably you the
reader as well, have contributed
to the juggernaut that is Nike.
You cannot open your eyes
and not see the swoosh logo
these days. I do believe that
Phil Knight, the founder of
Nike, is out to take over the
world. Not the sports world,
but the entire world. He will
not rest until every human on
the face of the earth is decked
out in head-to-toe Nike apparel.
Knight's master plan to dominate human-kind started about
25 years ago with a simple pair
of running shoes. The sneakers
were nothing special by today's
standards — but Rome was not
built in a day.
The next step in the Nike sowe're-going-to-start-a-revolution tour was when Michael
Jordan signed on with the
Oregon company. Now every
premier athlete in the free
world wears the shoes: Jordan,
Gretzky, Ken Griffey Jr., Tiger
Woods and Deion Sanders.
It isn't only shoes that they
are wearing either. Oh no. They
are wearing do-rags, head
bands, wrist bands, batting
gloves, baseball caps, underwear, t-shirts and sweatshirts.
If it is wearable, Nike has put a
swoosh on it and marketed it to
the masses.
Every magazine has an
advertisement. Every billboard
has a swoosh on it. The words
"Just Do It," are forever emblazoned in our memories as if
they were embedded in there by
a prisoner of war camp.
The big name athletes ensure
that every child old enough to
recognize them will throw a
tantrum until their parents slap
down $150 for shoes. Knight
realizes that parents are suckers
for hissy-fits.
Chances are that if President
Clinton's school uniform idea
passes, the uniforms will be
made by Nike. The day is coming when world leaders wear
three-piece Nike suits. Oscar
winners will be wearing
$10,000 Nike dresses in Los
Angeles before we know it.
I would say that this swooshladen craziness should be
stopped, but I'm contractually
obligated not to. I don't know
how, but it seems that Knight
has locked me up in a six-year
contract with bonuses for Nike
references in my columns.
Yes, it seems that I will be
interchanging the word Nike
instead of other positive adjectives. Example: What a day, I
sure am feeling Nike. Or, that is
a nice pair of pants; they sure
are Nike.
You the reader have got to
put an end to this madness;
only you can end the tyranny.
Only you did not hear it from
me. I will deny ever writing
such words, while wearing one
of my pair of Nike shoes or
cleats, and one of my t-shirts
and ball caps.
Just do it.

